The weekend prior to the return to school after the half term break was dominated by the
expectation and digestion of the Prime Minister’s Saturday evening announcement about the
second period of lockdown. Having made it back unscathed, the Hazelwood community set
about strengthening Mr Johnson’s beliefs in why keeping schools open is beneficial. By
following our rigorous controls and protocols, we can offer our pupils a safe and engaged
environment in which they can continue to make new discoveries, follow a constructive
routine and see the joy in the things around them. The events of this week have proven
already how important all of these elements are particularly at a time of continued
uncertainty and challenge.

Year 3 set the tone for the week ahead when they arrived back to Hazelwood, which, as if by
magic and with a sharp wave of Mr MacDougall’s wand had transformed into Hogwarts. For
the start of their Splendiferous Adventures half term topic, the day took on a distinctly Harry
Potter feel with costumes and activities all inspired by the erstwhile children’s (and adults’)
favourite wizard. During Art, they tested their powers of apparition and conjured up Hedwig
the Owl out of papier-maché whilst later in the day Professor Kemp oversaw a Charms class
in which the young wizards needed all their powers of levitation to make a ball rise through
the focus of teamwork alone. Professor Anderson guided the children through the ancient
game of wizarding chess whilst Professor MacDougall, Dumbledore’s deputy, mounted his
Nimbus 2000 to put the Chasers and the Beaters through their paces on the Quidditch field.
It was a day filled with imagination and awe and thanks must go to the staff team whose
creative minds have set the children on a path of curiosity and wonder. Who knows where
their Splendiferous Adventures will lead next? Stand by your broomsticks and all will be
revealed in future issues of The Nutshell.
There was cause for celebration this week when news was confirmed of two exciting awards
made to members of the Hazelwood community. The first went to Lila D who left last year to
join Sevenoaks School in Year 9. As a result of the COVID pandemic, the normal

scholarship exams were delayed until the start of this new academic year meaning that Lila,
and others, had to remain focused throughout the summer in anticipation of early September
assessments. I am delighted to report that such dedication paid off for Lila. She was
awarded a well-deserved and prestigious Art Scholarship with the Head of Art at Sevenoaks
recognising her talent and versatility. Our warmest congratulations go to Lila. We look
forward to hearing of future successes.

You may remember that following the opening and launch of The BOX, Mr Shepherd and
Hazelwood were nominated for this year’s i25 Awards. The live presentation evening had to
be postponed due to Covid and took place, virtually, on Wednesday night.
The i25 recognises the Independent Sector’s leading influencers and innovators who have
made an impact in some way: the top 25. Their innovation or influence will have captured the
imagination of others, changed their behaviours, improved pedagogy or school management
processes, and had a measurable positive impact on children and/or independent education
in the UK and, ideally, be replicable in other schools.
I am absolutely delighted to let you know that following the Awards evening and voting by
the 25 nominees, Mr Shepherd and Hazelwood were one of the top five finalists. Pipped
only by the eventual winner, London’s Westminster School, we are reliably informed by the
event organisers that all four runner-up schools received the same number of votes,
meaning that we came joint second! Huge congratulations must go to Mr Shepherd for
everything he has done. He was instrumental in pioneering The BOX from its inset and
guiding the continuing development of the project, which is such a huge asset for all of our
staff and children. I am sure you will join me in congratulating him on receiving such a
prestigious award, which gives him nothing less than the fully deserved recognition he
should have. In the hours since the event, we have already received another request for a
visit to The BOX, when restrictions allow!

The plan is now to extend the thinking which goes on in The BOX to our developing outdoor
learning area which, thanks to the generosity of the HPA, began its organic transformation
over the half term. A giant tipi now stands on the bank overlooking the tree house to act as
a further al fresco classroom and Launchpad for the challenges and discoveries which await
the children down below. More details of what we are trying to achieve with this area follow
in this week’s Nutshell. The continuing development of this creative and courageous
mindset will stand our pupils in good stead in their futures and will set us still further apart
from other Prep Schools.

I was delighted to be able to share the edit of the Jerusalema dance project that gripped the
school as we headed into half term towards the middle of October. The video truly captured
the spirit of the dance and the way in which it united the school and nursery in one common,
uplifting goal. From the kernel of a small(ish) idea, came an uplifting force of positivity which
engulfed every staff member and pupil. This infectious spirit was evident to see in the five or
so minutes of the film which has received over 1,200 views on Vimeo.
What a wonderful, wonderful video! I think it shows Hazelwood at its finest - uniting
(whilst social distancing) during challenging times. The joy on the pupils and staff faces
was contagious - you really have spread joy and optimism here. Huge congratulations
to everyone.

The tidal wave of parental response to the sharing of the video was overwhelming with so
many wonderful comments echoing the sentiments of the school and all those involved in its
staging and production. Thank you for recognising the lengths we will continue to go to in
order to bring joy to our pupils’ lives encouraging them to see beyond the COVID restrictions

to a world where beauty and optimism can be found in friendship, in working for a common
goal and in the rhythm and challenge of performance.
This brought tears of joy to my eyes. The power of music and dance evidenced through
the joyful togetherness of the Hazelwood Community. What a soulful tonic in these
uncertain times. Bravo!
It has brought a happy tear to my eye watching the whole school community partaking in
something altogether, with such joy and fun. The faces of the children and the
enthusiasm of all the staff has reinforced my belief that Hazelwood is the best school for
my children.
Oh my gosh! That was amazing. It sent multiple shivers down my spine to watch the joy
and collective community spirit. The children have clearly enjoyed every moment of it and
the staff..well..they are properly shaking and moving their stuff! That properly put a smile
on my face and made my day!
Thank you bringing so much joy at such a difficult time, Hazelwood are going above and
beyond in so many ways and we are incredibly grateful. We are SO glad and proud that
our children are part of such an incredible school community. Thank you for all that you
do.

Another example of this quest for positive pupil memories during this difficult time was the
effort made to turn around the disappointment of having to cancel the special HPA School’s
Firework Display. There was so much initial management support for continuing with the
event so that we could deliver a gloriously technicolour aerial display to entertain and amaze
the 300 or so pupils who had signed up for the event, that the decision to cancel was not
taken lightly. We simply could not imagine how we, on the first day of lockdown, could stage
such a time of celebration and vitality when others’ moods may be darkened and feeling
more bleak and desperate. Instead, we rallied round and with the help of our newly acquired
fire pit, we invited the children out, in year group bubbles, for marshmallows and hot
chocolate. Thanks go to Mr Lloyd, Mr Sone, Mr Shepherd and the Catering Team for turning
a moment of disappointment into one of caramelized candy, flickering flames and melting
marshmallow memories.

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell.
News from The Nursery & Early Years
The first week back after half term has been one filled with fabulous activities across the site.
With the weather improving, it has been brilliant to see the children wrapped up and filling
their lungs with fresh air! I was lucky enough to be part of the first Skylarks Forest School
session of the year. The children had such a wonderful time and I was so impressed how
they adapted to a new set of rules for this special time of the week. We had great fun
searching the floor for different leaves and identifying them on a chart and then selecting

Skylarks’ Forest Schools

their favourites to make a leaf crown. No Forest School session is complete without a
yummy hot chocolate. Hopefully, I followed the rules too and will be allowed to join in again!
With some staff having to isolate at home this week, they have kept their work brains
switched on and have completed a variety of courses that will help support the children and
their colleagues upon their return. These have included, Supporting Children’s Mental Health
and Well Being, Role Play in the Early Years and Early Years Teamwork and Leadership.
The rooms have been filled with sound of happy children, engaging in some super activities
this week. Please read on and see what the HNEY children and staff have been up to.

Autumn has truly begun in Fledglings 2 this week! We have been exploring the colours of
Autumn and the changes in our natural environment- meaning lots of walks to the grass to
pick leaves! The children have then been using their leaves for their creations- such as for
salt painting and sticking them on to paper to count! The children have also made kites and
we even had a go at trying to fly them outside in the sunshine! The children have been
enjoying the sunshine in the garden too, with sand play to help us remember the warm
weather! We have ended our week with a BANG by creating gorgeous firework pictures for
Bonfire night!
This week the Lower Robins children have enjoyed experimenting with lots of different
colours, through making fire work pictures. They have also enjoyed building outside with the
large wooden bricks which resulted in a quite magnificent rocket. This was then the stimulus

for them making their own rockets using coloured paper with their names on. We have
enjoyed being outside on the tennis courts, using the ride on toys, learning new songs in our
music lesson, looking at lots of books and searching for numbers in the shredded paper.

This week in the Upper Robins' room we have been focusing on different communities and
celebrating a variety of customs, festivals and traditions. We created some beautiful pictures
on black paper to bring firework night to life, using a selection of different media and
implements to create special effects. By using paint and glitter and snipping slits into
cardboard tubes we were able to represent exploding rockets, manoeuvring cotton buds and
lolly sticks in paint highlighted our fine manipulative skills and splattering watered down
paint outside in our garden was very effective...and lots of fun! During circle time, we spoke
about Remembrance Day and up and coming Diwali, the former being brought to life by our
large-scale poppy made from the children's handprints and the latter being celebrated by
exploring light and darkness and creating Rangoli patterns.

Skylarks are here to help! The children have been rescuing bears from trees, climbing
ladders to put out fires and talking about safety rules near fireworks. All of the children have
been making their very own firework rocket where writing names has been a highlight. They
have enjoyed exploring lots of coloured materials, using glitter to add an extra sparkle. The
children showed a real interest in watching and talking about an amazing display of
fireworks. Forest School sessions have started and they have been a huge hit!! The children
have been focusing on the rules of the fire circle but the main EXCITEMENT has been
having hot chocolate to warm up at the end of the session!

This week Oak started learning all about space. The children have been thinking about what
it would be like to be an astronaut and wrote lists of items they would like to take to space
with them. The children all collaborated to turn the outdoor role play area into a rocket. They
made two rocket boosters with tubes and used card, stickers and tinfoil to create lots of
control pads. In the corner, the children placed a computer for NASA to use on Earth. In
maths, the children used rockets to help them begin to add 2 groups together. Some of the
children were able to write number sentences.

On Thursday, the children left space to learn about bonfire night. They worked together with
Skylarks (at separate times, so not to mix) to create some amazing fireworks canvases. The
children used spray bottles to cover the canvases in bright colours. Then, they threw tea
bags dipped in paint and cut up kitchen roll tubes to add explosions. Some of the children
added stars in the sky using playdough cutters. Their creations will soon be hanging proud
around the site.

News from Hazelwood
Taking the Inside BOX Outside
The Box, as both a physical space and as an approach for learning and teaching, is now
firmly embedded into the daily lives of all of our pupils and teachers. In an academic year
where things have been ‘different’, the key skills developed through the box philosophy have
not only empowered all of us to work in different ways, but to also embrace and excel during
these unprecedented times. As Albert Einstein famously said “Creativity is seeing what
everyone else has seen, and thinking what no one else has thought.”
The Box approach is centered on the importance of creativity. During the Industrial
Revolution, factory workers were required to do repetitive manual tasks — little creativity
was needed. However, in today’s knowledge economy, where intellectual property is valued
more than physical resources, we need to develop young people to be creative problem
solver who can develop their own novel ideas to drive the next generation of technological
innovations.
As forward thinking educators we have of course been looking at how we can further
develop and reinforce such higher level skills and abstract thinking. We have started to
explore how we can use Hazelwood’s stunning outside environment to further embed the
principals of the ‘Box approach’ to learning and teaching ‘Lungsful of Inspiration’.
Specifically, ‘Outside the Box’ will develop and reinforce ‘resilience’ and ‘character’.
‘Resilience being the capacity of an individual to ‘bounce back’ from adverse experiences,
and to manage positive resources and skills, such as ‘character’ and ‘grit’, this will help our
pupils minimise negative outcomes in adverse circumstances. Character is a set of
capabilities (including application, self-direction, self -regulation, and empathy) and soft
skills which allow our pupils to achieve their potential.
‘Play’ will be an important part of ‘Outside the Box’. Giving opportunity for our young people
to learn through experience or have the time to test ideas. Reinforcing the Box’s concept of
‘creativity’ and the ability to experiment with new ways of doing something.
The ability to deal with, manage and learn from ‘failure’ is equally key. In essence ‘Outside
the Box’ will be an environment where our young people can feel confident to ‘have a go’
and accept the concept of ‘not yet’, ‘failure’ should not be attributed to lack of intelligence or
talent, but it should be accepted as part of the learning process. In turn, this will support the
development of ‘resilience’.
As part of the Creative Curriculum Day on Fire,
Year 1 were the first to visit the Tipi for crackling
poems and toasted marshmallows.

Spiritu Inspiratus
Not quite a Harry Potter spell but on Y3’s Creative Curriculum Day to launch their topic of
Splendiferous Adventures, not only was there wandfuls of excitement, but there was also
lungfuls of fresh air as the children went outdoors to enjoy their programme of special
activities; a fun-packed agenda of which JK Rowling herself would be proud.

Thanks to the Mrs Beall,
our amazing Catering
Manager, who surprised
the wizards of Year 3 on
Friday with a special
magical fruit break snack
–
special
wands
delivered by Owl Post
direct from Diagon Alley!

Fire, Fire Burning Bright….

Upper School Face Coverings
In line with the newly published Government guidance today, we have to ask our Year 7 and
8 pupils and their teachers to wear face coverings when moving around the premises and
outside of classrooms, such as in corridors and communal areas where social distancing
cannot easily be maintained.
As has been previously communicated, any pupils or
members of staff in addition to these year groups, who want to wear a face mask whilst at
School, are free to do so.
Pupils can choose to wear either the disposable paper or re-usable cotton masks of a plain
design/no patterns. Masks will be their responsibility to look after whilst at school. Each
time they are taken off, they will need to be zipped away either in their inside blazer pocket
or in their rucksack or shoulder bag. There are zippable pockets in each. Whilst the School
will have a limited supply of paper masks, these will be charged at £1 per mask and will be
for emergency cases only. A fresh paper mask will be needed each day (please dispose of
it safely at home) and reusable masks should be washed on a regular basis. Please do not
be tempted to share masks.
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation. Please note that the current guidelines
do NOT require the children to wear the face masks whilst in lessons. They will be removed
whenever possible

School Uniform Shop Closure
Due to the nationwide Lockdown, the Hazelwood school shop is now temporarily closed. We
aim to reopen in January 2021 (though most probably this will still be in a virtual manner
rather than in person!)
During this time, we will be stocktaking. We will be keeping only 'A' grade garments for sale.
Looking to 2021, it's unlikely that we will be able to open the shop up as 'usual' at least until
Easter so we are looking at ways to streamline the process for us and for you as parents.
We are looking at options for a full online shop with real time stock, so when you place your
order you will know we have the item!
The school has also asked us to change our labelling system to include the child's name in
order to help with the payments. So if you do have stock to give to the shop, please use the
new form (in this week's Nutshell) and bring in with your child to school as you have been
doing so we can add to stock.
We will also no longer stock 'non-uniform' items - Non-school shoes, and skiwear. This we
cannot sell at the moment as there is no footfall to the shop to browse.
Thank you for your continued support and we hope to reopen in plenty of time for requests
for Spring uniform items!
Hazelwood School Shop

Y3 have been learning the importance of a conductor, as shown
here with Jasmine in 3A! They have been experimenting with
polyrhythms and applying their knowledge of note values to the
performances.

The Year 5 Music Group of Evie, Tom and
George put in some practice ahead of the
Christmas Concert.

Sporting Congratulations
A number of Hazelwood pupils received
welcomed news over the holidays of their
selection into The Prep School Football Ateams or Lions Development Squads.
Our congratulations go to Martha C, Isla
M, Woody J and Ryan T (pictured) and
our fingers crossed for Harry E, Will B and
Leo B whose trials have been postponed
to early November (or whenever
Lockdown II will allow their reschedule).
The Gothia World Youth Cub in Sweden
beckons next year should world travel and
competitive sport be back on the agenda
by then. Well done to all our worldbeating sportsmen and women.

Starting on
Monday 16th
November, it is
Anti-Bullying
Week. The
theme this year
is 'United
Against
Bullying' and the
pupils will start
the week off
with wearing
odd socks on
Monday 16th to
express
themselves
and celebrate
their uniqueness
. Please can you
send your
child in with
their best and
brightest pair
of odd socks
(these can we
worn over
tights) to help
them to
recognise how
special they are,
just being
them.

D’abord j’avais vraiment froid mais
ensuite le feu m’a réchauffé.
J’ai bu du chocolat chaud: miam, c’était
bon.

Après avoir grillé les shamallows les
professeurs ont mis les tasses de
chocolat dans le feu.

Following the fire pint event this afternoon, 6S researched how to report on their experience
… in French! A flow of ideas came to their minds as is demonstrated by the mix of their
excellent motivation for this collaborative work. A superb opportunity for some extension too
as the whole piece is in the past tense. Upper School linguists, see if you can translate their
sentences!

Les cierges étaient vraiment jolis.
Ça a fait des étincelles.
J’ai aimé parler à mes amis autour
du feu de camp.

Nous avons passé un très bon
moment. Je voudrais le refaire
bientôt!

Nous avons grillé des shamallows et nous
avons pris du chocolat chaud. C’était vraiment
sympa. J’ai aimé!

Please Look After this Year Group
On Monday, Year 2 enjoyed their Creative Curriculum - Welcome to our New Topic Day.
They will be joining Paddington Bear as he introduces them to the sights, history and riches
of London.

The children enjoyed finding out that Paddington had travelled all the way from Peru to
London...to come to see us! He was a naughty little bear and made his way round the school
grounds, leaving clues for the children to find him. After running around in the outside
shelters, swimming in the pool, climbing on the climbing frame and visiting the dining hall, he
was eventually found on the stage in the Chestnut playground, dressing up and acting!
We then
came back
to find a
lovely little
marmalade
sandwich
picnic that
Paddington
had
arranged
with the
dining staff.

Year 8 enjoyed al
fresco
dining
on
Friday as they took
their fish and chips ‘to
go’. Sitting inside the
tipi or around the camp
fire
the
children
seemed to enjoy the
fresh air and the view.
Year 4’s Explosive Afternoon
At the end of last
half term Year 4
had a competition
to create an active
volcano.
Each
class created their
own volcano, which
we exploded in
front
of
Mrs
Bilbrough
who
judged
the
competition. With
4W coming out the
winners.

The children all enjoyed the week and reinforced their knowledge of volcanoes and
chemical reactions. Well done Year 4!

Remember, Remember the 5th of November…
.. not because of the start of Lockdown II but rather on account of the fireworks display
created and enjoyed by the children of Chestnut. Even though Years 1 and 2 donned their
coats and ate marshmallows whilst watching a pre-recorded display on the big screens in
the classrooms, the greatest excitement came when they staged their won display with the
fireworks and assorted rockets that they had made through the week in class. It was a
breath-taking display of aerial dexterity, without the noise and in the warmth of the Chestnut
Building. The local pets were appreciative of the children’s silent efforts!

Congratulations go to George N (Y5) who impressed Mrs Brighting this week by producing
a DIY Smart Phone which George had built and programmed at home. It was feat of
engineering and enterprise with every aspect of its functionality thought through with
precision and enthusiasm. Mrs Brighting now knows that George will never be late to any of
his lessons. Great job George!

Looking resplendent in pink, Mrs Keaton arrives on her wedding day accompanied by
her delighted children Harvey and Taylor. Mrs Keaton used all her powers of
persuasion to get Harvey to remove his parka jacket before he proudly walked mum
down the aisle. Congratulations to the happy couple. We wish them all the very best as
they start their married life together.

Partners in slime, Elise and Evie enjoyed a spooky day out as they prepared to celebrate
Halloween. Singing amongst the pumpkins, the best friends enthusiastic rendition of
Thriller was enough to wake the dead……

HPA

Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
Dear Parents
The following communications have been sent out as detailed below and are available to
view on the Parent Information Portal (PIP):
PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
SOCS Calendar
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213
CALENDAR WEEK 11
Published on PIP
LETTERS
Years 1-8 -Covid-19 School Update
Year 7 - Parents’ Evening Invitation & Booking Information
Year 5 - Parents’ Evening Invitation & Booking Information
Year 4 - India Day
Year 3 - English Speaking Board Information & Consent - deadline Monday, 30 November
Years 1-4 - Parents’ Evening
REMINDERS/NOTICES
Year 8 - Residential Trip 2021 - initial consent & deposit payment due by Friday, 6
November.
Music and LAMDA Weekly Timetables are uploaded to PIP every Friday.
The Staff Contact list is available on the School Website/Parents’ Section.
Term Dates are available on the School Website/Parents’ Section & Admissions.
Late Room Contact Information for out of hours (the School Office closes at 5pm)
Years 1 & 2 - 07733 073057
Years 3-5 - 07827 687874
Years 6-8 - 07444 723032
Bus Services - Cherry - 07901 377692 or Amanda - 07553181085
RETURN TO SCHOOL PROTOCOL PHASE 4 & FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Please refer to these documents, published on 19 August and available on PIP, for any
current information regarding your child’s return to school. The current updated Risk
Assessment document is also available to view on the School website.
TEMPERATURE CHECKING
A reminder that, as included in The Return to School Parent Agreement, parents must
monitor and check their child’s temperature before leaving to come to school each day. Any
child who is unwell and displaying any of the stipulated Covid-19 symptoms must not come
to school and Government guidance with regard to testing and self-isolation must be
followed.
FACE COVERINGS
From today, Year 7 and 8 pupils must wear face coverings when moving around the site and
outside of classrooms, such as in corridors and communal areas where social distancing
cannot easily be maintained. Any pupils outside of these year groups, who want to wear a
face mask whilst at School, are free to do so. Please refer to the parent letter dated 4/11/20
for further information.
Any pedestrian parents dropping off or collecting children, must wear a face covering whilst
on site and keep a safe social distance from others. Parents who, for any reason if

absolutely essential, need to get out of cars when dropping off or picking up, must also wear
a face covering.
CLASSROOM/BUILDINGS VENTILATION
Pupils may bring an additional, warm hoodie or sweatshirt to school with them. Either a
uniform one if they have one or an alternative plain coloured garment.
SWIMMING YEARS 3-8 (Please refer to timetable in parent letter 15/10)
KIT
YEARS 3-6 - School swimming costume/shorts with a school hat. Goggles are optional.
Years 7 & 8 - May wear a home costume/shorts but strictly sensible swimwear and no
bikinis. School hats must be worn and googles are optional.
GAMES/PE LESSONS REMINDER
YEARS 3 & 4 - Tuesday and Thursday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots
and a mouth guard for hockey should be brought to school in a boot bag, all will be stored in
Form rooms. Girls please bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 5 & 6 - Monday and Wednesday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots
and a mouth guard for hockey should be brought to school in a boot bag, all will be stored in
Form rooms. Friday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson. Girls please
bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 7 & 8 - Monday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson.
Wednesday and Friday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots and a mouth
guard for hockey should be brought in a boot bag, all will be stored in Form rooms. Girls
please bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 3-8 GAMES KIT
Full tracksuit, with blue top and shorts/skort underneath. Long blue and pink
socks. Hoodies can be worn under tracksuit top, if the children have one.
YEARS 3-8 GIRLS
On PE and single Games lesson days, please come to school wearing school skort under
uniform.
On single Games and PE lesson days when pupils arrive at school in full uniform, they
should be wearing their school shoes and bring trainers in a bag.
WALKING HOME YEARS 6-8
A reminder that we require written permission from parents if they wish their child to walk
home from school and, therefore, would ask that you email Mrs Powell in the School Office
on aa@hazelwoodschool.com. Please give details of the days your child will be walking
home, whether they will have a mobile and if this will continue once the days are
shorter. Please note that if your child does have a mobile phone this must be locked and
handed to their Form Tutor on arrival in school, to be kept safely until the end of the school
day. At the end of the day the appropriate member of staff must be informed that the pupil is
leaving the school site and the phone collected.
OFF GAMES/PE
Pupils in Years 3-8 who are off Games/PE are expected to remain on site and will
accompany their group to watch lessons. The general expectation is that in most
circumstances, pupils who are well enough to be at school are also well enough to
participate in the full day. Mrs Varcoe, our School Nurse, is on site should a child need to be
assessed and go home.
ABSENCE REQUESTS
All absence requests for medical and other appointments (for those that cannot be made out
of school hours) and senior school visits, should be made using
https://forms.gle/aHUCmSwhYAihfgPF6 or the hard copy Absence Request form, which the
School Office can email to you upon request.

